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The global monsoon

Globally, a large fraction of rain 
falls in monsoon regions during 
solstice seasons
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An idealized view of monsoons

• precipitation occurs in ascending air in summer hemisphere

• circulation is closed by cross-equatorial flow and descent in winter hemisphere

• reversal of typical “trade winds” in summer hemisphere

Webster and 
Fasullo (2003)



This 2D view hides much complexity, but 
accurately describes zonal mean structure
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Limit our focus to seasonal-mean behavior: 

• Interannual variability (2002 drought in India) 

• Decadal variability (1970s-80s Sahel drought; past 30-year 
drying trend in East Africa) 

• Response to anthropogenic forcings (greenhouse gases, 
aerosols, land use change) 

• Paleoclimate variability (mid-Holocene North African humid 
period)

Going beyond the descriptive:  how can  
we understand the variability of monsoons?



How to think about monsoon circulations?

i.e. given a forcing, how will the precipitating circulation respond?  
Dominant categories of theory: 

• Surface temperature gradients drive flow 

• Convective quasi-equilibrium 

• Vertically integrated atmospheric energy budget 

wrong

mechanistic but 

diagnostic

prognostic but 

not mechanistic



Disproof of idea that surface 
temperature gradients drive flow

north and south of the equator, at locations west of the
idealized off-equatorial steady heating.

d. Wind versus precipitation

While a thorough study of the covariation of pre-
cipitation with large-scale winds is beyond the scope of
this manuscript, we do examine correlations between
precipitation and flow in the lower free troposphere.
This is motivated by the relatively recent finding that
interannual variations of Sahel precipitation in climate
models is related to the strength of the Sahara low
(Biasutti et al. 2009; Haarsma et al. 2005; Thorncroft
et al. 2011) and by the identification of shallow circu-
lations in the seasonal-mean climatologies of summer
meridional flow in Australia and southern Africa (e.g.,

Nie et al. 2010). These shallow circulations consist of
the near-surface poleward flow that extends beyond the
primary monsoon precipitation maximum and termi-
nates near the peak subcloud potential temperature
maximum (ub, not ueb). Since the positive anomalies of
ueb and qb that are associated with enhanced monsoon
precipitation also extend poleward of the main precip-
itation maximum into the desert regions of Australia
and West Africa, it seems reasonable to ask if they are
associated with some change in the shallow flow. A
working hypothesis is that the advection of dry air by the
shallow circulation into the primary monsoon convec-
tion zone reduces the rate of monsoon precipitation.
This is consistent with discussion of the possible in-
fluence of shallow flow in the Sahara low on the seasonal

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6, but for Tb [shading, K (cmmonth21 )21].
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regression of near-surface air temperature on Sahel rainfall

Data:  GHCN 
rainfall & ERA-
Interim near-
surface air 
temperature 
!
Black contours 
surround regions 
significant at 5% 
level

Hurley & Boos 
(2013)
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Convective quasi-equilibrium:  a modern way to 
think about convectively coupled large-scale flow

he
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Tu

• Moist convection does not act as “heat source” for large-scale flow, but 
maintains free-troposphere near moist adiabat 

• Changes in free-tropospheric temperature are in equilibrium with changes in 
subcloud entropy: 

δTu ~ δhb

hb

cloud	  
base

δTu

δhb

1.	  	  Perturba3on	  in	  
subcloud	  h

hb

2.	  	  Convec3on	  
heats	  free	  
troposphere

3.	  	  Downdra=s	  
cool	  and	  dry	  
subcloud	  layer

free-tropospheric 
temperature

subcloud moist static energy 
(cp T + g z + Lv q)

Tu



Convective quasi-equilibrium monsoons
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low-‐level	  hb

precipita3on

maximum	  free-‐tropospheric	  T

Maxima of hb and Tu should be 
coincident in monsoons, at poleward 
edge of cross-equatorial cell. 
!
Tu gradients are weak 
!
Tu > hb away from the ascent branch



Convective quasi-equilibrium framework 
describes South Asian summer mean state
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Convective quasi-equilibrium framework is also 
consistent with South Asian interannual variability

though it is located squarely within the box used to de-
fine the precipitation index (Fig. 2c). Australian pre-
cipitation is positively related to ueb over much of the
Australian continent (Fig. 2d). Enhanced East African
precipitation is associated with a band of positive ueb
anomalies stretching from southern Africa to the south-
western Indian Ocean (Fig. 2e). South American mon-
soon precipitation is positively related to ueb in two
regions: one on the eastern and poleward edge of the
monsoon domain and extending over the Atlantic Ocean
and one poleward of the Amazon basin over Argentina.
SouthAmerican precipitation is also negatively related to

ueb in the equatorial eastern Pacific and the northern
tropical Atlantic (Fig. 2f).
We now present an alternate analysis of the same

data, regressing limited zonal means of ERA-40 ueb
onto the various GHCN monsoon precipitation in-
dices, with the zonal means taken over the same lon-
gitude range used for averaging precipitation. This
allows for the results to be interpreted in a single spatial
dimension. Figure 3 shows the summer-mean (JJA and
DJF) climatology of ueb as dashed lines and the re-
gression coefficients, scaled by a factor of 5 cmmonth21

(10 cmmonth21 for Australia) and added to the ueb

FIG. 2. Regression coefficients [shading, K (cmmonth21)21] of 3-month-averaged full-year ueb (ERA-40) onto
monsoon region precipitation (GHCN) for 1958–2002, following the removal of the linear variability associated with
ENSO, for (a)West Africa, (b) SouthAsia, (c) NorthAmerica, (d) Australia, (e) East Africa, and (f) SouthAmerica.
Precipitation was averaged over the boxed regions. Black contours (negative dashed) delineate regions where the
correlation coefficient is statistically significant at the 95% confidence level. Note the different color scale for (a).
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Data:  GHCN 
rainfall & ERA-
Interim near-
surface 
equivalent 
potential 
temperature

Hurley & Boos 
(2013)

regression of near-surface moist static energy on monsoon rainfall



though it is located squarely within the box used to de-
fine the precipitation index (Fig. 2c). Australian pre-
cipitation is positively related to ueb over much of the
Australian continent (Fig. 2d). Enhanced East African
precipitation is associated with a band of positive ueb
anomalies stretching from southern Africa to the south-
western Indian Ocean (Fig. 2e). South American mon-
soon precipitation is positively related to ueb in two
regions: one on the eastern and poleward edge of the
monsoon domain and extending over the Atlantic Ocean
and one poleward of the Amazon basin over Argentina.
SouthAmerican precipitation is also negatively related to

ueb in the equatorial eastern Pacific and the northern
tropical Atlantic (Fig. 2f).
We now present an alternate analysis of the same

data, regressing limited zonal means of ERA-40 ueb
onto the various GHCN monsoon precipitation in-
dices, with the zonal means taken over the same lon-
gitude range used for averaging precipitation. This
allows for the results to be interpreted in a single spatial
dimension. Figure 3 shows the summer-mean (JJA and
DJF) climatology of ueb as dashed lines and the re-
gression coefficients, scaled by a factor of 5 cmmonth21

(10 cmmonth21 for Australia) and added to the ueb

FIG. 2. Regression coefficients [shading, K (cmmonth21)21] of 3-month-averaged full-year ueb (ERA-40) onto
monsoon region precipitation (GHCN) for 1958–2002, following the removal of the linear variability associated with
ENSO, for (a)West Africa, (b) SouthAsia, (c) NorthAmerica, (d) Australia, (e) East Africa, and (f) SouthAmerica.
Precipitation was averaged over the boxed regions. Black contours (negative dashed) delineate regions where the
correlation coefficient is statistically significant at the 95% confidence level. Note the different color scale for (a).
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(Rowell 2003). No strong local correlation between
precipitation and Tu is seen in the Americas.
It is intriguing that the positive correlations between

precipitation and Tu in several regions have an equato-
rial minimum, with maxima in either hemisphere roughly
equidistant from the equator. This meridional structure,
symmetric about the equator, is seen for the Sahel, South
Asia, and Australia (Figs. 6a,b,d, respectively), though
the winter hemisphere maxima lie outside of the areas
plotted in Fig. 6 and are not shown here. This type of

temperature structure is consistent with an angular
momentum-conserving Hadley circulation that has an
off-equatorial ascent branch (Lindzen and Hou 1988)
and can be seen in simple models of monsoon flow that
couple ueb with Tu in a QE framework (e.g., Emanuel
1995 and Boos and Emanuel 2008b). Excitation of n5 1
equatorial Rossby waves might also produce equato-
rially symmetric anomalies through entirely linear dy-
namics (Matsuno 1966). Both Gill (1980) and Rodwell
and Hoskins (1996) show a stationary response both

FIG. 6. Regression coefficients [shading; g kg21 (cmmonth21)21] of 3-month-averaged full-year qb (ERA-40) onto
monsoon region precipitation (GHCN), for 1958–2002, following removal of the linear variability associated with
ENSO, for (a)WestAfrica, (b) SouthAsia, (c) NorthAmerica, (d) Australia, (e) East Africa, and (f) SouthAmerica.
Green contours (0.10 contour interval; 0 contour not shown) are correlation coefficients between precipitation
(GHCN) and upper troposphere temperatures (Tu, ERA-40; 200–400hPa); dashed contours indicate negative cor-
relations (values are significant at values above or below 10.3 or 20.3, bold contour). Precipitation was averaged
over the boxed regions. Black contours delineate regions where the correlation coefficient between qb and pre-
cipitation is statistically significant at the 95% confidence level.
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north and south of the equator, at locations west of the
idealized off-equatorial steady heating.

d. Wind versus precipitation

While a thorough study of the covariation of pre-
cipitation with large-scale winds is beyond the scope of
this manuscript, we do examine correlations between
precipitation and flow in the lower free troposphere.
This is motivated by the relatively recent finding that
interannual variations of Sahel precipitation in climate
models is related to the strength of the Sahara low
(Biasutti et al. 2009; Haarsma et al. 2005; Thorncroft
et al. 2011) and by the identification of shallow circu-
lations in the seasonal-mean climatologies of summer
meridional flow in Australia and southern Africa (e.g.,

Nie et al. 2010). These shallow circulations consist of
the near-surface poleward flow that extends beyond the
primary monsoon precipitation maximum and termi-
nates near the peak subcloud potential temperature
maximum (ub, not ueb). Since the positive anomalies of
ueb and qb that are associated with enhanced monsoon
precipitation also extend poleward of the main precip-
itation maximum into the desert regions of Australia
and West Africa, it seems reasonable to ask if they are
associated with some change in the shallow flow. A
working hypothesis is that the advection of dry air by the
shallow circulation into the primary monsoon convec-
tion zone reduces the rate of monsoon precipitation.
This is consistent with discussion of the possible in-
fluence of shallow flow in the Sahara low on the seasonal

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6, but for Tb [shading, K (cmmonth21 )21].
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Convective quasi-equilibrium framework is also 
consistent with South Asian interannual variability

Data:  GHCN rainfall & ERA-Interim 
T, q, moist static energy

Hurley & Boos (2013)

regressions on South Asian 
monsoon rainfall of near-surface …

 moist static energy

specific humidity

temperature



How to think about monsoon circulations?

i.e. given a forcing, how will the precipitating circulation respond?  
Dominant categories of theory: 

• Surface temperature gradients drive flow 

• Convective quasi-equilibrium 

• Vertically integrated atmospheric energy budget 

wrong

mechanistic but 

diagnostic
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Atmospheric meridional overturning 
circulations transport energy
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Precipitation peak shifts in response to 
an imposed high latitude energy source
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GCMs & paleo proxies show that high-latitude 
thermal forcings can produce ITCZ shifts
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Figure 1
July to September anomalies from a Community Atmosphere Model 3–slab ocean simulation, where a
30 W m−2 cooling was applied to the slab ocean in the midlatitude North Atlantic. Both control and cooling
simulations were 30 years long, and the anomalies are derived from the last 20 years. (a) Temperature
(shaded; color scale is in Kelvin) and precipitation (gray contour lines; contour interval is 0.5 mm per day,
and dashed lines are negative). (b) Sea-level pressure (shaded; color scale is in millibars) and lowest-level
wind anomalies (reference vector is 5 m s−1; only anomalies exceeding 1 m s−1 in magnitude are plotted).
The images show the hemispheric impact of North Atlantic cooling and resulting modification of the
tropical circulation. A drying of the Northern Hemisphere monsoons and a southward shift of the East
Pacific and Atlantic Intertropical Convergence Zones are especially pronounced.

We illustrate this characteristic AGCM–slab ocean response to extratropical cooling with a
representative simulation using the Community Atmosphere Model 3 (Collins et al. 2006) coupled
to a slab ocean, applying a 30 W m−2 cooling to the slab ocean in the midlatitude North Atlantic
(Figure 1). The striking feature of the simulation is the global interhemispheric nature of the
climate response. The anomalies exhibit hemispheric patterns: cooling over the entire NH, but
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The images show the hemispheric impact of North Atlantic cooling and resulting modification of the
tropical circulation. A drying of the Northern Hemisphere monsoons and a southward shift of the East
Pacific and Atlantic Intertropical Convergence Zones are especially pronounced.

We illustrate this characteristic AGCM–slab ocean response to extratropical cooling with a
representative simulation using the Community Atmosphere Model 3 (Collins et al. 2006) coupled
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This works quantitatively for a variety of 
forcings in an idealized beta-plane model 

J O U R N A L O F C L I M A T E 3

based on, but distinct from the energy budget prediction,154

and is also something we examine in this study.155

2. Methods156

The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model,157

version 3.3 (Skamarock et al. 2008) is used in an idealized158

regional configuration to examine the interaction between159

a monsoon and a subtropical desert. It is run in a fully160

non-hydrostatic, three dimensional configuration with 15161

km horizontal resolution and 41 vertical levels between 0162

and 30 km in height. The model was modified to be on163

an equatorial b -plane, and to have no seasonal cycle, but164

instead fixed July 15 solar insolation. The diurnal cycle165

was retained. A sponge layer was used above 20 km to ab-166

sorb upward propagating gravity waves. All experiments167

were spun up for a period of three months, followed by168

two year model integrations, corresponding to eight sum-169

mer seasons.170

At these resolutions, certain parametrizations of phys-171

ical processes are a necessity in a climate model. We172

used the following parametrizations: convection - Kain-173

Fritsch scheme, microphysics - Thompson et al. scheme,174

longwave radiation - new Goddard scheme, shortwave ra-175

diation - new Goddard scheme, planetary boundary layer176

- Yonsei University scheme. The land surface model is177

a simple thermal diffusion model that prescribes all land178

surface properties except temperature, based on MM5179

similarity theory. More information about any of these180

schemes can be found in the WRF-ARW user manual and181

associated papers referenced in Skamarock et al. (2008).182

A cursory look at a vegetation map of West Africa will183

show the large degree of zonal symmetry. It is surprising184

how well this symmetry holds when looking at reanalysis185

data or tropical precipitation datasets. There is a distinct186

lack of major topography in the region, and the geology187

is favorable to albedo having very little variation in the188

zonal direction. So, in this spirit, this study uses a zon-189

ally symmetric model setup, with domain spanning from190

70� S to 70� N and 10� W to 10� E, implying 1038 Y191

grid points and 149 X grid points at 15 km resolution. Pe-192

riodic boundary conditions were used in the X direction,193

and closed boundary conditions in the Y direction. Ocean194

is south of 5� N and north of 32� N. From 5� N to 12 �N,195

there is a grassland with USGS prescribed land surface196

properties from the WRF model. From 12� N to 32� N197

there is a similarly USGS prescribed desert, with the ex-198

ception of desert albedo, which was set to be 0.32 in the199

CTL case, and soil moisture, which was set to be 0.001 in200

the volumetric ratio.201

Fig. 1 shows the prescribed SST and albedo for the con-202

trol (CTL) experiment in black. It also shows that all203

the other experiments apply a SST or albedo perturbation.204

DA±a experiments increase or decrease the desert albedo205

by a respectively, expressed as a percentage. Prescribed206
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FIG. 1. Surface albedo (thick) is shown on the left axis, and sea
surface temperature (thin) is shown on the right axis. The CTL albedo
(thick black) and SST (thin black) are prescribed. For each of the other
experiments, a perturbation, either of the desert albedo or of SST are
applied to the CTL state.

ECT experiments apply a 2 Kelvin or 4 Kelvin Gaussian 207

equatorial cold tongue forcing at 1� S. MWP experiments 208

apply a warm Gaussian midlatitude warm pool forcing at 209

36� N. Both Gaussians have a standard deviation of 2 de- 210

grees latitude. The SH2K experiment increases the SST 211

south of the continent, mostly in the southern hemisphere 212

by 2 Kelvin. Finally, GRASS simulates a grassland across 213

the whole continent, from 5� N to 32� N, which is equiva- 214

lent to DA-20, but with increased prescribed soil moisture 215

over the desert from 12� N to 32� N. Although some of 216

these experiments test states very different from the cur- 217

rent state of West Africa, they provide a more rigorous test 218

of the energy budget and CQE predictions of ITCZ loca- 219

tion. Table 1 provides a complete listing of experiments, 220

including some experiments excluded from fig. 1 for clar- 221

ity. Excluded experiments only apply the albedo forcing 222

over the poleward (22� N to 32� N) half of the desert or 223

the equatorward (12� N to 22� N) half. 224

3. Moist Static Energy Budget 225

Moist static energy (MSE; h) is defined as h = CpT + 226

Lvq+ gz, where Cp is the dry heat capacity of air, T the 227

temperature, Lv the latent heat of vaporization for water, 228

q the specific humidity, g Earth’s gravitational accelera- 229

tion, and z height. h is nearly conserved under hydrostatic 230

movements of the atmosphere, even under the ascent and 231

precipitation associated with deep convection. The budget 232

equation can be stated as 233

∂th+v ·—h+w∂ph = Q̇ (1)
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FIG. 1. Surface albedo (thick) is shown on the left axis, and sea
surface temperature (thin) is shown on the right axis. The CTL albedo
(thick black) and SST (thin black) are prescribed. For each of the other
experiments, a perturbation, either of the desert albedo or of SST are
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FIG. 1. Surface albedo (thick) is shown on the left axis, and sea
surface temperature (thin) is shown on the right axis. The CTL albedo
(thick black) and SST (thin black) are prescribed. For each of the other
experiments, a perturbation, either of the desert albedo or of SST are
applied to the CTL state.
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FIG. 1. Surface albedo (thick) is shown on the left axis, and sea
surface temperature (thin) is shown on the right axis. The CTL albedo
(thick black) and SST (thin black) are prescribed. For each of the other
experiments, a perturbation, either of the desert albedo or of SST are
applied to the CTL state.
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FIG. 9. (a) jITCZ (stars), jEFE (squares), jHL (circles). Each experiment’s precipitation distribution shown in shading, with spacing between
experiments at 25 mm day�1. Blue shading if precipitation exceeds 5 mm day�1, red otherwise. Marker colors identical to fig. 7. (b) Direct energy
budget residual (jEFE - jITCZ) (c) Deep CQE residual (jCQE;DEEP �jITCZ) (d) Modified BS14 residual (jBS14;E0 �jITCZ)

Fig. 9 also shows a comparison of the residuals across825

methods. Panel (b) shows the residual between the direct826

energy budget prediction of EFE and the observed ITCZ.827

A mean of -0.98 indicates a slight tendency to underesti-828

mate the ITCZ latitude, but a generally low RMS of 1.19829

indicates the precision is quite good. The pattern of resid-830

uals in fig. 9(a) is more clearly visible, with experiments831

that result in equatorward shifts of the ITCZ giving a small832

residual, the control and experiments that result in pole-833

ward shifts of the ITCZ giving substantially larger residu-834

als. The states that are very different from the control state835

(DA-20 and GRASS) have residuals approaching three de-836

grees latitude, which is still a reasonably accurate result.837

The modified CQE theory, which allows initiation of838

convection up to 700 hPa, provides residuals in fig. 9(c).839

For most of the experiments, this provides a highly ac-840

curate prediction (<50 km) of the location of the ITCZ.841

However, the same pathology that resulted in a double hb842

peak in several experiments (fig. 5b) is responsible for a843

few experiments (DA+5 experiments, DA-20) where the844

prediction is relatively poor (>350 km). The BS14 scal-845

ing residuals using E0 as the expansion point are shown846

in fig. 9(d). Surprisingly, for all experiments except847

the GRASS, the BS14 theory gives a prediction accurate848

within 200 km, and often accurate within 100 km.849

Fig. 10 shows a comparison of the different techniques850

for prediction of the ITCZ. It is clear that jBS14;EQ is sys-851

tematically offset and insensitive to ITCZ movement. The852

classical CQE theory, jCQE;BL generally has a small off-853

set, but is prone to a substantial number of outliers, which 854

arise as a consequence of the double peak pathology ob- 855

served in the control experiment. The net result is that 856

boundary layer CQE is not a very effective ITCZ predic- 857

tor in the desert. The other three techniques have residuals 858

that are quite small, with outliers being limited to DA-20 859

or GRASS experiments, which are very different from the 860

control experiment. Strictly speaking, BS14;E0 and deep 861

CQE provide the best predictions, better than a direct pre- 862

diction using the energy budget, but the differences are 863

relatively minor. 864

e. Energy Budget Decomposition 865

Fig. 11 shows the breakdown of the calculated h advec- 866

tion for the control experiment into eddy (EADVH), mean 867

flow (MADVH), vertical mean flow (VADVH), and hor- 868

izontal mean flow (HADVH) components over the conti- 869

nent and adjacent regions. By convention, advection con- 870

verging energy into the atmospheric column is positive. 871

The top panel shows that as expected, the total circulation 872

is exporting energy poleward from most of the warm trop- 873

ics and subtropics . The exception is a region of conver- 874

gence from 1� S to 5� N, which we believe to be associated 875

with the equatorial jump. 876

The three land surface boundaries: ocean grassland 877

(5� N), grassland desert (12� N), and desert ocean (32� N) 878

all have sharp changes in the TADVH. At these bound- 879

aries, the MADVH exports energy over the warmer half 880

of the boundary and imports energy over the cooler half. 881
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ships are robust, and hold for other desert albedo forcings1013

not shown.1014

For the equatorial cold tongue, fig. 12 shows the feed-1015

back is much larger than the forcing, approximately ten1016

times at peak. This highlights the importance of previous1017

work on the equatorial cold tongue in West African mon-1018

soon dynamics (e.g. Vizy and Cook 2001), and suggests1019

that other monsoon regions might be highly sensitive to1020

near equatorial SST. With this forcing, positive feedback1021

north ofE 0 and negative forcing south ofE 0 will enhance1022

the EFE shift. Very strong enhancement of the shift is1023

seen local to the cold tongue forcing, from 6� S to 1� N,1024

and a substantial enhancement is also seen over much of1025

the desert, concentrated on the equatorward portion. In-1026

hibiting feedback is observed in the descending branch of1027

the winter Hadley cell, and also between 1� N and 5� N.1028

The cumulative sum of the inhibiting feedback is insuffi-1029

cient to overpower the strong enhancement over the cold1030

tongue.1031

The midlatitude warm pool exhibits a substantially1032

smaller feedback than others, despite having a forcing1033

equal to the equatorial cold tongue. This is largely due to1034

the multiple sign changes in the local vicinity of the warm1035

pool, for a relatively small net feedback. Otherwise, the 1036

feedback structure is very similar to the ECT2K forcings. 1037

In all panels of fig. 12, it is clear that the feedback can be1038

very large compared to the forcing. Additionally, although1039

DA+10 would suggest that a large portion of the feedback1040
could be explained by changes inLW due to the shift 1041

of the ITCZ, that relationship does not hold for other ex-1042
periments. A detailed look into the the components of the1043
energy budget feedback reveals that at any given latitude1044
where the feedback is large, at least three components of1045
the energy budget have substantial anomalies as compared1046
to the control experiment. The feedback is an inherently1047
coupled response between the source terms that compose1048

Q and the advection terms that export energy, and it de-1049
fies simple conceptual explanations. This makes using the1050
energy budget prognostically quite difficult, as the feed-1051
backs are large and unpredictable a priori. 1052

5. Conclusions 1053

The control state mass streamfunction, precipitation,1054
CQE relevant h quantities, and theh budget were exam- 1055

ined using an idealized 3D regional model. The effects 1056
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In all panels of fig. 12, it is clear that the feedback can be 1038

very large compared to the forcing. Additionally, although 1039

DA+10 would suggest that a large portion of the feedback 1040

could be explained by changes in hLW i due to the shift 1041

of the ITCZ, that relationship does not hold for other ex- 1042

periments. A detailed look into the the components of the 1043

energy budget feedback reveals that at any given latitude 1044

where the feedback is large, at least three components of 1045

the energy budget have substantial anomalies as compared 1046

to the control experiment. The feedback is an inherently 1047

coupled response between the source terms that compose 1048

hQi and the advection terms that export energy, and it de- 1049

fies simple conceptual explanations. This makes using the 1050

energy budget prognostically quite difficult, as the feed- 1051

backs are large and unpredictable a priori. 1052

5. Conclusions 1053

The control state mass streamfunction, precipitation, 1054

CQE relevant h quantities, and the h budget were exam- 1055

ined using an idealized 3D regional model. The effects 1056

Q
 (W

/m
2 )



Summary

• Convective quasi-equilibrium and the vertically integrated 
atmospheric energy budget can both be used to understand 
the response of monsoons to forcings: 

• interannual variability (enhanced land-ocean h contrast = 
more rain) 

• ITCZ shifts toward an applied energy source, but there are 
large energetic feedbacks 

• An energetically closed simple model & a GCM show that 
monsoon strength exhibits no threshold response to a broad 
range of forcings


